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Introduction
At one banging event after another this crew rolls up in style bringing superb Babes and plenty of cash.
When they off-load these ladies at a club or party you'll be amazed by what goes on In The VIP and
there won't be a single picture or video your cock don't want to see!

Adult Review
You roll up in your stretch Hummer and step out first, followed by a lineup of ladies who can each make the guys on line
drop their jaws out of envy. You are In The VIP tonight and your entourage of female companions is enough to impress even
the most jaded celebrities.
  
  Entire videos from start to finish, showing your arrival at the club and everything that happens when the beats start thumpin'
and these girls start bumpin'. If you ever wanted to be the big VIP at South Beach Miami's hottest dance clubs, this site has
the members area you have got to see.
  
  In The VIP offers more than 125 hours of exclusive video showing the best moments from nights out at the best parties with
the sexiest crowds. Even better, each episode shows how the nights end as these beautiful club babes go home with guys they
hardly know to put on a more private show for your enjoyment!
  
  Your membership also gets you free full access to 18 other premium websites, some of which are reviewed by The Tongue
as well and listed as Included Sites on the right side of this review. With this network of sites each updating every week your
cock will never again be sitting around with nothing to do!
  
  In The VIP is filmed at the hippest Miami hot spots as your crew goes live on location and brings you beyond the red velvet
rope to the VIP section of the most eye popping events of the year. 
  
  There is no DRM coding on the files so you can keep anything you download in your permanent collection. Each and every
episode has large format broadband enhanced files and shorter well segmented dialup friendly versions as well. They even
offer streaming versions for viewers who are afraid of getting caught with porn on their home or work computers.
  
  We all know what it's like to be on line outside a club when some Rockstar or Rapstar or Pro Baller shows up and walks
right in with his lady friends. Now you can feel what it's like to be that guy, In The VIP, believe me it's even better than you
imagined.
  
  At $24.95 the price of the membership is about one tenth of the price of a single bottle of champagne in one of these hot
spots. However, just for joining the site through this Free Preview of In The VIP you can get a special discount price of only
$ 17.95 for the exact same access!
  
  C'mon superfly, doesn't your cock deserve to have its own night in the limelight surrounded by models who know you are
the only reason they got In The VIP area in the first place?

Porn Summary
One of the better adult reality sites you will ever find on the web. They don't stage some bogus party and film it, these dudes
show up with the cash and enough sexy starlets to get any club bouncer to lift the rope and send them on In The VIP. Join the
party!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Show up in a stretch Hummer and have these ladies thank you for getting them in!'
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Porn Niches
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Porn Site Review
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